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This work presents an experimental study of the ejection velocity for different mechanisms of solid
ejection in fluidized beds. The experiments were carried out in a 2D fluidized bed, where the bubble
eruptions were recorded with a frequency of 250 frames per second using a high speed video camera
with a resolution of 1.3 Megapixels.

The results show that in isolated bubble eruption, the dome velocity is significantly reduced by the
effect of a group of raining particles in the form of stalactites within the bubble. Higher velocities are
observed when bubble coalescence takes place. If bubbles coalesce before the leading bubble breaks, the
momentum of the trailing bubble together with the increase in the throughflow accelerate the dome of the
leading bubble. In contrast, when coalescence occurs after the breakage of the leading bubble, the wake
of the trailing bubble is projected into the freeboard with a very high velocity (wake spike mechanism).
The last observed mechanism, the jet spike mechanism, occurs when a stream of bubbles reaches the
bed surface following the path opened by the previous bubbles. A cloud of particles moving upward is
observed, although their velocities are not as high as in the wake spike mechanism due to the interchange
of momentum during the collisions with other particles.

Finally, an explanation for some of the patterns of gas release from erupting bubbles recently observed
by Hartung et al. [G. Hartung, C.R. Müller, J. Hult, J.S. Dennis, C.F. Kaminski, Laser diagnostic investigation
of the bubble eruption patterns in the freeboard of fluidized beds. 1. Optimization of acetone planer laser
induced fluorescence measurements. Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 47 (2008) 5686–5697] is proposed.
1. Introduction
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Entrainment and/or elutriation are important phenomena in flu-
dized beds. Entrainment refers to the total flux of bed material
arried out of the bed while elutriation is the outward flux of solids
f a specific size, typically fine particles. Although in fluidized bed
eactors the chemical reactions or the drying process could occur
ainly in the dense phase, the freeboard usually takes up most of

he bed volume in industrial units [1]. The height of the freeboard is
sually chosen to prevent the loss of a large amount of bed material
y the gas flow, although in some cases, the height of the freeboard
ould be determined by other factors. For example, the height could
e controlled by the need to have enough gas residence time to
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article flux for the proper design of separation equipments such
s cyclones and filters [4].

Regarding particle entrainment, the flux of elutriated particles
ithin a discrete particle size range i, with a mean particle diameter

pi
, can be defined as

i =
∫

A
�ividA∫
A

dA
, (1)

here �i = (1 − �)�p is the mass of solids of size dpi
per bed volume

t one determined height, vi is the upward velocity and A is the
ross-sectional area of the bed. Therefore, the total mass of solids
arried out is

=
∑

i

Ei (2)

he entrainment flux varies with height over the bed surface h.
unii and Levenspiel [5] represented the complex phenomena of
he particle flow in the freeboard with a simple model in which
1
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he solids are divided into three phases: dispersed solids mov-
ng up, agglomerates of solids moving up and agglomerates and
thin-walled layer of particles moving down. In this way, E varies

xponentially with h according to

E − E∞
E0 − E∞

= exp(−ah), (3)

here the constant a can be estimated as a ≈ 4 m−1 if no detailed
nformation is available [6], and E∞ and E0 represent the flux of
olids elutriated from a very tall bed and the flux projected from
he bed surface, respectively.

The flux E∞ can be defined as the flux of particles that have a ter-
inal velocity ut lower than the superficial gas velocity U, although

xperimental results show some discrepancies [1]. The height over
he bed surface at which the flux of particles is equal to E∞ is known
s the transport disengaging height (TDH). If the height of the bed
is longer than the TDH, the flux of solids elutriated does not vary
ith h and is equal to E∞. Different correlations can be found in

he literature to calculate E∞, although differences of one order of
agnitude can be observed between them. A summary of the most

ommon correlations expressed in SI units can be found in [1].
At the bed surface, the initial flux of ejected particles E0 depends

n the mean density at that level, which can be approximated as
i0 = (1 − �mf )�p [7–9], and on the particle ejection velocity v0,
hich is related with the bubble velocity [10–13]. There are fewer

xperimental studies in the literature about E0 because of the dif-
culty of accurately measuring this flux. Pemberton and Davidson
8] extrapolated the E0 Eq. (3) to h = 0 using experimental data of
ifferent researchers, although this process of obtaining E0 is not
ery accurate due to the uncertainty in the exact position of h = 0
n a bubbling bed. Wen and Chen [6] developed an expression for E0
y adjusting the following equation to data from different studies:

0 = 3.07 × 10−9 �3.5
g g0.5

�2.5
A Db (U − Umf )2.5 (4)

ome years later, Choi et al. [14] extended Eq. (4) including the
nfluence of bed temperature on the flux of particles E0.

However, Eq. (4) does not take into account the origin of the pro-
ected particles. Several theories have been discussed over the years
bout the origin of the projected particles. Some authors consider
he bubble roof (or bubble dome/nose) as the dominant mechanism
7,15,16] while others suggest that most of the elutriated particles
ome from the bubble wake [17–19]. Pemberton and Davidson [8]
eveloped two different models of particle ejection: from the roof
nd from the wake of the bubble. They showed how the wake model
redicts values of E0 one order of magnitude higher than the roof
odel for the same superficial gas velocity, and they concluded that

or group B particles with U/Umf < 10–15 the roof model is suitable,
hile for group A particles and group B with U/Umf > 10 − 15, the
rojection from the wake dominates due to the increase of bub-
le coalescence at the bed surface. In contrast, the Smolders and
aeyens model [9] predicts much higher values of E0 assuming that
he particles are projected from the bubble roof, in contrast with
he results of Pemberton and Davidson.

Therefore, the ejection mechanisms and the origin of the elutri-
ted particles in fluidized beds are still not completely understood.
oreover, the mechanisms of solid ejection from the bed surface

re not only the bubble roof and bubble wake. Levy et al. [20] under-
ook an extensive study about the different mechanisms for solid

jection in 2D and 3D fluidized beds and observed four different
echanisms:

1) Bulge bursting mechanism, the most common. The bulge layer
is projected when the bubble reaches the bed surface, whereas

b
e
p
w

the height attained by the particles is somewhat less than the
bubble diameter and the bubble wake remains intact.

2) The double bubble mechanism occurs when two bubbles coa-
lesce at the bed surface and the middle layer of solids between
the leader and the trailing bubble is projected together with the
leading bulge.

3) The wake spike mechanism occurs when two or more bubbles
coalesce at the bed surface and the wake of the trailing bubble
is projected in the form of a spike.

4) The jet spike mechanism occurs when two or more bubbles coa-
lesce at the bed surface and the bubbles form a flow passage
that transports solids from the bed, projecting them into the
freeboard.

The last three mechanisms are related to bubble coalescence.
lthough they are less frequent [20], the velocity of the projected
articles when coalescence occurs is higher than in isolated bubbles
10].

This work tries to clarify some aspects of the different mecha-
isms for solid ejection observed by Levy et al. [20]. In particular,
his article is focused on the particle ejection velocity, which has
een observed to be much higher when bubble coalescence is

nvolved. Therefore, the particles projected with these mechanisms,
lthough they are less frequent, could attain higher heights in
he freeboard and consequently could be the main cause of elu-
riation and entrainment. In addition, an explanation for some
atterns of gas release from erupting bubbles observed by Har-
ung et al. [21], based on the stalactite effect observations, is
iven.

In the remainder of the paper, the experimental set-up is briefly
escribed. Then, different mechanisms of solids ejection are ana-

yzed in this order: isolated bubbles, two coalescing bubbles, wake
pike and jet spike. In Section 7 the gas mixing in the splash zone
nd the different mechanisms of gas release from erupting bubbles
re explained from the view of the results obtained for isolated
ubble eruptions. Finally, the main conclusions of the work are
resented and discussed.

. Experimental set-up

The experiments were carried out in a 2D fluidized bed
110 cm width × 60 cm height × 0.5 cm thickness) made with two
lass-walls that allow the user to see its interior. The bed was illumi-
ated with two 650 W spot-lights from the front of the bed, with a
ark background at the rear in order to attain high contrast between
he white particles and the regions free of particles (bubbles and
reeboard). Bubble eruptions at the bed surface were captured using
high speed video camera with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 = 1.3
egapixels. The pictures were captured from the central region of

he bed at a rate of 250 fps, although the exposure was only 1/5000 s
n order to properly detect the bubble contour and prevent blurring
ue to the bubble motion.

Spherical glass particles with a mean particle diameter of
50 �m and a density of 2500 kg/m3 (type B according to Geldart’s
lassification [22]) were fluidized with air. The height of the fixed
ed was approximately 30 cm, and the superficial gas velocity dur-

ng the experiments was varied between 1 ≤ U/Umf ≤ 2. Higher
elocities were avoided in order to prevent the entrainment of
olids from the bed.
In order to avoid influences of the air-supply system in the bub-
le eruption pattern, the distributor pressure drop must be high
nough to assure that the bed and the air-supply system are uncou-
led [23,24]. In this way, the distributor used during experiments
as a perforated plate with 110 holes 1 mm in diameter with a 1 cm
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Fig. 2. Evolution of one isolated bubble breaking at the bed surface: (a) t = 0 ms;
(b) t = 56 ms; (c) t = 124 ms.
Fig. 1. Characteristic curve of the distributor.

ap between each, resulting in a fraction of 1.57% of open area, with
he characteristic curve showed in Fig. 1.

The gas pressure drop through the bed is �Pbed � 4000 Pa and
he superficial gas velocity during experiments was around 1 m/s.
herefore, the distributor and the bed pressure drops during exper-
ments were of the same order. Under similar conditions Johnsson
t al. [23] and Sasic et al. [24] showed that bed operates under the
ultiple bubble regime and the bed and the air-supply system are

ndependent.

. Isolated bubble eruption: the stalactite effect

When an isolated bubble reaches the bed surface, it projects the
olids from the dome formed during the eruption process. Usually,
he bubble wake is not projected unless there is another bubble of
imilar or higher size coalescing below when the leading bubble
reaks the bed surface.

Before obtaining the initial particle velocity of the ejected parti-
les, the instant when the bubble breaks the bed surface needs to be
etermined. There is no general agreement on the definition of this
ime. Pemberton and Davidson [8] assumed that the bubble dome
s projected into the freeboard when the dome thickness is equal
o the particle diameter. In contrast, in 2D fluidized beds, the dome
hickness is typically much higher than the particle size [15,25].

üller et al. [26] defined the eruption instant as the time when the
ertical velocity of the dome nose reaches its maximum, which cor-
esponds approximately to a ratio between the dome thickness and
he particle diameter of ı/dp ∼ 3 under their experimental condi-
ions. Santana et al. [12] and Almendros-Ibáñez et al. [13,25] defined
he eruption instant as the time when the bubble dome is broken
nd the bubble interior and the freeboard become connected. The
ame criteria will be followed in this work. The evolution of the
xternal surface of the bubble dome will be followed during the
ruption process until the bubble dome breaks at a certain point
ue to the instabilities that appear before its breakage.

Fig. 2 shows three frames of one isolated bubble erupting at the
ed surface. At t = 0 ms the bubble approximates the bed surface
orming the typical dome. Then, 56 ms later, the nose of the bubble
s over the mean bed height and the external surface of the dome is
till smooth. At t = 124 ms, the bubble dome breaks the bed surface.

he dome contour at this moment is not smooth, and irregularities
ppear due to the effect of the stalactites, which funnel the parti-
les situated in the bubble dome. A similar eruption process was
bserved by Müller et al. [26] for isolated injected bubbles.

3
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between two stalactites (see point B in Fig. 5(e)), plotted in dotted
ig. 3. (a) Evolution of the external surface of the bubble dome each 4 ms and (b)
elocity of the points A, B and C.

In order to follow the evolution of the dome contour, the grey
ictures were transformed into black and white pictures with a
hreshold value. Different methods can be found in the literature
o obtain the optimum threshold from a grey picture [27]. From all
f them, Otsu method [28] is widely used due to its simplicity and
tability. The method assumed that the pixels are separated in two
lasses (black and white colors) and obtain the optimum threshold
s the one that maximize the between-class variance. According
o Gonzales-Barron and Butler [27], Otsu method obtains optimal
hreshold values compared to others. Thus, this method was used
o determine bubble and freeboard contours in this work.

The external surface of the dome formed during the bubble
ruption was followed until the dome breaks at a certain point.
ig. 3(a) shows the evolution of the external surface of the dome
uring the bubble eruption process for the isolated bubble shown

n Fig. 2. The evolution is captured during 32 consecutive frames
128 ms). The contour of the dome is smooth in the first 20–25
rames. Then, some irregularities appear in the central region of
he dome, where the particle displacement is vertical. Finally, the
ome collapses and the bubble breaks.

The irregularities in the dome contour are caused by the rain

f particles in the interior of the bubbles in the form of stalactites,
hich can divide the bubble in two [29]. The effect of these sta-

actites on the bubble dome becomes more important as the dome
hickness decreases. Fig. 2(b) shows one stalactite at the bubble

l
t
i
(

ig. 4. Scheme of the gas streamlines when one isolated bubble erupts at the bed
urface with a group of particles raining in the form of a stalactite.

ose, which funnels the particles situated between the bubble con-
our and the free surface of the bed, although the free surface of the
ed is not affected by this rain of particles and it remains smooth. In
ontrast, as the bubble ascends and the dome thickness decreases,
he particles at the external surface of the dome are funneled by the
talactite, and the irregularities appear at the contour of the dome.

The stalactite influence can be observed more clearly plotting
he particle velocity at the dome contour. Fig. 3(b) shows the veloc-
ty of one point situated at the nose of the dome (point B) and
nother two points (points A and C) located at the edges of the
ome. The velocity of each point is obtained by tracing the per-
endiculars from the points A, B and C at t = 0 (Fig. 2(a)). The

ntersections of these lines with the contour of the next frame
t = 4 ms) defines the displacement of each point at t = 0. The
ame procedure between frames is repeated until the bubble dome
reaks the bed surface at t = 124 ms (Fig. 2(c)). The intersection
oints obtained in each contour are plotted in Fig. 3(a).

The velocity of point B is vertical, although the velocity of points
and C have an appreciable horizontal component, especially dur-

ng the last several frames. Point B accelerates until t = 40 ms, when
t reaches its maximum velocity and then decelerates with a rate
f approximately ∼ −7 m/s2. In contrast, points A and C, which are
ot directly affected by the stalactite, show a different evolution.
hey initially accelerate as point B does until t = 40 ms. Then, their
elocity seems to decrease slightly, but they finally accelerate again
nd maintain their velocity over 30 cm/s.

The rain of particles in the form of stalactites at the bubble nose
uggests that the flow of air crossing the bubble (throughflow) devi-
tes its path. Since the throughflow cannot drag the particles of
he stalactite, the flow deviates and drags the particles situated
t the sides of the dome, which are projected with higher veloci-
ies than the particles situated at the central region of the dome.
ig. 4 shows a sketch of the process. Thus, in isolated erupting bub-
les, whose dominant mechanism of particle ejection is the bulge
ursting mechanism, when particles in the form of stalactites rain
rom the bubble dome, the vertical velocity of the particles is very
ow because of they are funneled by the stalactite. Higher veloc-
ties are reached by the particles situated at the edges, although
heir velocity has an appreciable horizontal component, and con-
equently, they have a low probability of reaching high heights in
he freeboard.

Fig. 5 shows more examples of isolated erupting bubbles, which
ll exhibit a similar behaviour. The points of the external surface
f the dome situated over one stalactite (solids lines in Fig. 5(b),
d) and (f)) initially have a high velocity, although as the dome
hickness decreases, they decelerate progressively until the dome
reaks. In contrast, the points situated at the sides of the dome or
ines in Fig. 5(b), (d) and (f) initially have a lower velocity. However,
hese points do not decelerate as much and maintain a higher veloc-
ty at the moment of eruption. In fact, some points even accelerate
point D in Fig. 5(b)).
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ig. 5. Some examples of isolated erupting bubbles: (a), (c) and (e) show the erup
uring the eruption process.

. Two bubbles coalescing at the bed surface

When two bubbles coalesce while the leading one erupts at the
ed surface, not only the middle layer of solids is projected to the
reeboard. Also, the bulge of particles in the dome of the leading
ubble is accelerated and projected at high velocities.

Fig. 6 shows two bubbles coalescing at the bed surface when
he leading bubble is erupting. Point A is situated just over one sta-
actite, while point B is on the bubble nose. Unlike the case of one
solated bubble, in this case the bubble dome is accelerated notably
y the momentum transferred by the trailing bubble. The coales-
ence takes place approximately at t ≈ 20 ms. Point A accelerates
ntil t ≈ 60 ms, when it reaches its maximum velocity and then

ecelerates until a velocity approximately equal to its initial one.
oint B shows a similar evolution, although this reaches a higher
elocity (almost 90 cm/s), and its final velocity is double the veloc-
ty at t = 20 ms. At t = 100 ms the leading bubble breaks the bed
urface.

e
s
p

nstant and (b), (d) and (f) show the velocity of the points indicated in each figure

The dome of the leading bubble is not simply accelerated by the
omentum transferred by the trailing bubble. When both bubbles

oalesce, an elongated region that is highly permeable to gas flow is
ormed just under the bed surface. This cavity diverts the gas trajec-
ory and the gas reaches the freeboard crossing the bubble due to
he more favourable pressure gradient. The throughflow increases
ith the bubble aspect ratio because the pressure gradient, which

orces the gas to flow, also increases [30]. Thus, when two bubbles
oalesce, a significant increase of the throughflow accelerates the
articles of the bubble dome and projects them to the freeboard
ith higher velocities than in the isolated bubble mechanism.

. Wake spike mechanism
The wake spike mechanism for solid ejection observed by Levy
t al. [20] typically occurs when two or more bubbles coalesce con-
ecutively at the bed surface and the wake of the trailing bubble is
rojected into the freeboard in the form of a spike.
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Fig. 7. Three consecutive bubbles coalescing at the bed surface with two wake spikes
between them: (a) t = 0 ms; (b) t = 152 ms; (c) t = 272 ms.
ig. 6. (a) Two bubbles coalescing at the bed surface and (b) velocity of the points
and B during the eruption process.

The three frames of Fig. 7 show the eruption of three consecutive
ubbles. Two wake spikes are observed after the eruption of the sec-
nd and the third bubbles. The first spike has a peculiar geometry,
imilar to the vortex ring formed from a nozzle during the injec-
ion of a water jet [31], while the second spike is more elongated
nd geometrically more similar to a spike. The bulge of particles
etween bubbles 1 and 2 are also projected to the freeboard (double
ubble mechanism [20]), although this group of particles moving
pward collides with the particles raining from the dome of the
rst bubble, which where previously projected. As a result, Fig. 7(b)
hows a very irregular dome in the second bubble, the consequence
f the collision of the two groups of particles moving in opposite
irections. This effect is more important in 2D geometries, where
he movement in the third dimension is limited by the bed walls. In
ddition, the thickness of the bubble dome in 2D beds at the instant
f eruption seems to be wider than in 3D beds [15,25]; thus, the
ollision is more important.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) respectively, show the velocity of the first and
econd wake spikes shown in Fig. 7. In both cases, the displacement
f the nose of the spike is followed during the solid projection until

t collides with the particles projected from the bubble dome. The
esults shown in Fig. 8 demonstrate that the ejection velocity in the
ake spike mechanism is much higher than in isolated bubbles.

he velocity of both spikes is over 1 m/s during almost the entire
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ig. 8. (a) Velocity of the first wake spike shown in Fig. 7(b) and (b) velocity of the
econd wake spike shown in Fig. 7(c).

jection process, while in the case of isolated bubbles, the ejection
elocity seldom exceeds 0.5 m/s. Even with two bubbles coalescing
Fig. 6(b)), the ejection velocity is lower.

The particle ejection velocity in the wake spike mechanism
eems to be higher at the initial instant. Then, it decreases pro-
ressively until the spike reaches a height where it collides with
he particles projected from the dome. The deceleration process is
ot smooth, and the velocity fluctuates during the ejection process.
hese irregularities are caused by the continuous rain of particles
rom the bubble dome.

. Jet spike mechanism

In this solid ejection mechanism, the particles are not projected
n a coherent group (a dome or a spike). Instead, the jet spike
ccurs when a stream of bubbles coalescing at the bed surface
orms a channel through which particles are transported and pro-
ected from the interior of the bed to the freeboard. The solids form

continuous cloud of particles with a poorly defined geometry.
hus, in order to measure the velocity of the ejected particles in
his mechanism, rather than follow the displacement of the con-

our of a well-defined geometry, Particle image velocimetry (PIV)
ill be used.

Different works can be found in the literature using PIV in granu-
ar flows [32], silo discharge [33–35] and fluidized beds [26,12]. The
ame PIV software used by Müller et al. [26](MATPIV 1.6.1 [36]) and

•

t

he same iterative process and filters of this work were followed. A
otal of 2 × 104 vectors were obtained in each picture, and around
5–90% of them (depending on the picture) had a signal/noise value
igher than 1.3. Müller et al. [26] used MATPIV 1.6.1 to measure the
article velocity around isolated injected bubbles erupting at the
urface of a bed at minimum fluidization conditions. In this work,
his software will be used to obtain the particle velocity field in the
et spike mechanism for solids ejection in a freely bubbling fluidized
ed.

Figs. 9 and 10 show a sequence of six frames captured during
he ejection of solids by the jet spike mechanism. A total of 12 bub-
les reached the freeboard through the channel opened at the bed
urface during 0.7 s. The channel formed diverts the trajectory of
ost of the flow crossing the bed (either visible flow in the form of

ubbles or throughflow) through the opened channel. This effect
ould cause defluidization in some regions of the bed, particularly
n the vicinity of the jet, because the gas flow has been reduced
nder minimum fluidization conditions. This effect is similar to the
ne caused by the rat-holes that appear when type C particles are
uidized [22]. The ejection of solids is violent, and the dome and
ake of one erupting bubble collides with the particles ejected by

he previous ones. As a consequence, the ejected particle veloc-
ty is strongly influenced by the collision with other particles and
he resulting interchange in momentum between them. Thus, the
esulting velocity is not as high as would be expected by solely con-
idering the high pressure gradient between the bottom of the jet
nd the freeboard, which projects the particles to the freeboard. The
ighest velocities are observed when the particles moving down
eturn to the bed (see Fig. 10(b)) and at some local points situated
n the jet.

Figs. 9 and 10 show the general behaviour of how the particles
ithin the bed are pushed to the interior of the channel by the gas
ow. Once the particles are inside the channel, these particles move
pward, dragged by the gas flow until they are ejected into the free-
oard. In contrast, the particles inside other bubbles located at the

eft side of the jet (see Figs. 9(c) and 10(a)) move down because of
he throughflow in these bubbles cannot drag the raining particles.

üller et al. [26] observed similar results in the interior of isolated
njected bubbles erupting at the bed surface. They observed that
he particle velocity is zero at a distance of approximately Db/4 from
he bubble top. The particles above that point move upward, while
hose located below it move downward. A similar behaviour was
bserved in the bubbles not influenced by the jet in Figs. 9 and 10.

. Gas mixing in the splash zone induced by bubble bursting

Although the focus of this work is on the ejection of solids, bub-
le eruption has also a high influence on gas mixing in the splash
one, which control the conversion rate in gasifiers and combustors
f high-volatile solid fuels (e.g. biomass) [37]. Recently, Solimene et
l. [38] and Hartung et al. [21] have studied the mixing of gas in the
plash zone by means of planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF)
n isolated and in a stream of injected bubbles. Hartung et al. [21]
bserved five different eruption patterns, depending on the zone
f the bubble dome where the gas is released:

Release of the gas at an eruption angle of 0◦ (also called “nose
pocket”), 45◦ and 90◦ (parallel to the bed surface).
Even release of gas along the bubble dome.

No release of gas.

They suggest that the eruption patterns are related with the local
hickness of the dome during the eruption process.

7
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ig. 9. Jet spike PIV results. Figures (a), (c) and (e) show velocity vectors and (b), (
= 220 ms.

The examples of isolated bubble eruptions showed in this work
uggest that the stalactite effect could have a great influence on the
ruption patterns described by Hartung et al. [21]. The gas through-
ow crossing the bubble leaves the bubble through regions of the
ome where stalactites are not present. In this way, when a stalac-
ite appears at the nose of the bubble (see Figs. 2 and 4) the gas
ow is deviated and breaks the dome forming and angle of ∼ 45◦,

hich is one of the mechanisms observed by Hartung et al. [21]. If

he stalactites are not present at the bubble nose, the gas can break
he dome through its nose and the formation of a nose pocket is
bserved in this case (see Fig. 5(e), where the breakage of the nose
f the dome is clearly observed.).

a
s

w
n

(f) velocity magnitude in cm/s. (a and b) t = 0 ms; (c and d) t = 116 ms; (e and f)

The release of gas forming ∼ 90◦ can be attributed to bubbles
ith a collapsed dome, as the ones observed by Almendros-Ibáñez

t al. [13,25]. These bubbles are almost enterally over the bed sur-
ace when the dome collapses. The throughflow crossing the bubble
s low and consequently the particles ejection velocity is small. The
articles rain from the dome forcing the gas to leave the bubble
arallel to the bed surface toward the sides of the collapsed dome

nd two toroidal vortex are formed at each side. Hartung et al. [21]
uggest a similar explanation of this gas release mechanism.

The release of gas uniformly along the dome could be observed
hen no stalactites are present in the dome or their influence is
egligible. If the dome thickness decreases uniformly along the
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ig. 10. Jet spike PIV results. Figures (a), (c) and (e) show velocity vectors and (b), (d
= 584 ms.

ubble dome, the release of gas should be uniform. This mecha-
ism could be difficult to observe in 2D fluidized beds due to the
all effect favours the formation of stalactites. In contrast, there is
o a clear explanation for the last mechanism suggested by Hartung
t al. [21]: no release of gas.

The studies published about gas mixing are limited to isolated
r a stream of injected bubbles, therefore bubble coalescence is not

nvolved. The gas mixing in the splash zone should be more com-
lex in a freely bubbling fluidized bed, where other solid ejection
echanisms (double bubble, wake spike and jet spike mechanism)

re present. More effort is necessary to study the gas mixing in these
ases. Also the eruption of different bubbles at the same time at the

d
l
w
m
I

(f) velocity magnitude in cm/s. (a and b) t = 332 ms; (c and d) t = 460 ms; (e and f)

ed surface, could modify the typical toroidal vortices observed in
solated bubbles.

. Discussion and conclusions

In this work, the particle ejection velocity for different ejection
echanisms has been observed in a 2D bed. The evolution of the
ome contour in isolated erupting bubbles, as well as in two coa-
escing bubbles, were tracked during the eruption process. In the
ake spike mechanism the velocity of the nose of the spike was
easured, and this mechanism had the highest ejection velocities.

n the jet spike mechanism, PIV was used to measure the particle

9
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jection velocity because a cloud of dispersed particles is observed
ather than a group of particles with a well defined shape.

In isolated erupting bubbles, groups of particles are observed
aining in the form of stalactites within the bubble. This effect
auses a deceleration in the particles situated just over the sta-
actites, which result in the typical instabilities at the contour of
he bubble dome during the eruption process observed by Müller
t al. [26]. In addition, the throughflow crossing the bubble cannot
rag the raining particles, and thus, is deviated. Thus, the through-
ow drags the particles located at the sides of the dome where the
jection particle velocity has an appreciable horizontal component.

The stalactite effect could also explain some of the different
atterns of gas release in isolated erupting bubbles observed by
artung et al. [21]. The gas leaves the bubble through the regions
f the dome where stalactites are not present forming 0◦ or 45◦.
hen the stalactite influence is small, the release of gas is uni-

orm along the dome and when the bubble has a “collapsed dome”
13,25] the gas releases the bubble parallel to the bed surface (90◦)
orming two toroidal vortices.

The general behaviour is different when two or more bubbles
oalesce. If the coalescence takes place when the leading bubble
pproaches the bed surface but still has not broken the bed surface,
he momentum of the trailing bubble, together with the increase
n the throughflow, accelerate the dome of the leading bubble, and
onsequently, the ejection velocity increases. In contrast, if coales-
ence occurs when the interior of the leading bubble is in contact
ith the freeboard (the dome is broken), then the wake spike mech-

nism appears: the wake of the trailing bubble is projected with a
ery high velocity.

In the jet spike mechanism, there is no group of particles with
well-defined geometry. In this mechanism, a cloud of particles is

ontinuously ejected to the freeboard. Thus, the ejection velocity is
ot as high as in the wake spike mechanism because the momen-
um of the particles is notably reduced by collisions with other
articles. The channel formed during the process forces the bub-
les, and also the invisible flow, to reach the freeboard through this
hannel, and defluidized regions could also appear in the bed.

Levy et al. [20] concluded that around 90% of the more than
000 erupting bubbles observed in 2D and 3D fluidized beds
ere isolated bubbles, and only in 10% bubble coalescence was

nvolved. Nevertheless, although isolated erupting bubbles are
ore frequent, the ejection velocity of the solids projected by this
echanism is low. Moreover, when the stalactite effect appears,

he vertical velocity of the ejected solids is notably reduced. Thus,
he TDH, which can be defined as the highest height reached by
he particles of largest size, should be obtained from the ejection

echanism in which higher velocities are observed.
In this work, the highest ejection velocities have been observed

hen bubble coalescence is involved, especially in the wake spike
echanism. In addition, this mechanism ejects particles from the
ake of the bubble where the mean particle size is higher than

n the bubble nose (usually fine particles accumulate at the bed
urface [8]). Thus, the ejection velocity and the particle sizes are
igher, and consequently the solids ejected by this mechanism will
each higher heights in the freeboard [16,39]. The maximum height
eached by the solids ejected by the wake and jet spike mechanisms
annot be observed experimentally due to the 2D geometry of the
xperimental facility. The particle movement in the third direction
s restricted by the walls of the bed. As a consequence, ejected solids
ollide with the solids ejected previously from the bubble dome

r from previous bubbles before reaching the maximum height.
oreover, the dome thickness in 2D beds is higher than in 3D beds

8].
In summary, the particle ejection velocity has been observed for

ifferent mechanisms of solids ejection. In isolated bubble erup-
ion, the dome of the bubble is ejected to the freeboard, although
hese particles travel at low velocities due to the rain of particles
ithin the bubble in the form of stalactites. In addition, this stalac-

ite effect could explain some of the gas release patterns observed
y Hartung et al. [21] in isolated and streams of injected bubbles.
hen two or more bubbles coalesce, if the coalescence takes place

efore the leading bubble breaks, the momentum of the trailing
ubble together with the increase in the throughflow crossing both
ubbles accelerates the dome of the leading bubble. If coalescence
ccurs when the leading bubble has broken, the wake of the rear
ubble is ejected at a very high velocity. Finally, the jet mecha-
ism occurs when a stream of bubbles follows the path opened by
he previous one. A cloud of particles moving upward is observed,
lthough their velocity is notably reduced by their collision with
ther particles.
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ppendix A. Nomenclature

experimental constant in Eq. (3)[m−1]
cross-sectional area of the bed [m2]

p particle diameter [m]
b bubble diameter [m]

flux of elutriated particles defined by Eq. (2)[kg/(s m2)]
gravity constant [9.81 m/s2]
height measured over the bed surface [m]
length of the bed [m]

Pbed pressure drop of the gas crossing the bed
Pdist pressure drop of the gas crossing the distributor

superficial gas velocity [m/s]
particle velocity in the freeboard [m/s]

reeks letters
thickness of the bubble dome at the eruption instant [m]
dynamic gas viscosity [(N s)/m2]

¯ mass of particles per unit of bed volume [kg/m3]
g gas density [kg/m3]
p particle density [kg/m3]

ubscripts
magnitude referred to a discrete particle size range with
a mean particle diameter of dpi

f magnitude referred at minimum fluidization conditions
magnitude referred at the bed surface (h = 0)
magnitude refereed at an height over the TDH
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